Introduction
“The Art of Getting Ovaries”
I’m slowly realizing I should claim my history more than I
have in the past.
—AbbyTC5 (USA)

On October 18, 2012, I interviewed AbbyTC5 (aka Abby106) and AbiRoc about Hip Hop graffiti subculture in front of a small and engaged
audience of faculty, staff, and students at Davidson College in North
Carolina.1 Hailing from Queens in New York City, Abby is an African American heterosexual ciswoman who started painting graffiti in
1982—making her one of New York City’s founding writers.2 Abby has
been a member of various “old school” graffiti crews, including TPA,
ROCSTARS, TC5, KAOS, TM7, and YNN. She took to the wall about
fifteen years after working-class youth in Philadelphia and New York
City pioneered the form during a time of great economic despair, social
unrest, and civil rights activism.3
Though there is controversy about the timeline and birthplace of
graffiti beyond the tag, the culture became what it is alongside Hip
Hop’s other forms in New York City. Along with b-boying (breakdancing), deejaying, beatboxing, and emceeing/rapping, writers (another
name for graffiti artists, short for graffiti writers) contributed their own
form of creative expression as part of a collective effort to resist social
convention, economic marginalization, and political invisibility.4 Affectionately referred to as the “art of getting over,” Hip Hop graffiti art
(aka aerosol art, spray-can art) is distinct from other forms of street
art because it centers around the repetitive production of a tag name
within a subculture grounded in Afro-Caribbean diasporic aesthetics:
the construction of a vernacular different from the colonizer’s language
produced visually and linguistically (e.g., writers “bomb the system,”
sometimes in a “wildstyle” illegible to nonwriters); collective creativity
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Figure I.1. Jessica Pabón-Colón and AbbyTC5, Davidson College, NC, 2012.

(writing with a crew and representing those affiliations on the wall or
in your tag name, such as AbbyTC5); the practice of a visual call and
response (a competitive assertion of self that prompts other writers to
get up); self-naming and praising via the tag name (an alter ego, sometimes given to you by an “elder” or peer), and polyrhythmic composition (where the rhythm is visual instead of sonic).5 One’s tag name is
represented in varying forms: the tag (executed in a few seconds, one
color, maybe one line); the throw-up (two or three colors, executed in
a minute or two, often appearing in legible bubble letters); the piece (a
multicolored tag name with a background and a fill-in, with attention
to depth, texture, and clean lines); and the production (a graffiti mural
often completed with other writers). The tag is what distinguishes Hip
Hop graffiti art from other forms of street art. Hip Hop graffiti art is a
kind of street art, but one that prioritizes the name.6 The tag establishes
the writer’s identity, and writers perform this identity—ideally distinct
from their government-issued identification card—repetitively in order
to proclaim their presence: I am here.
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Like her peers, Abby was drawn to graffiti art aesthetics at a young
age. When she was a child, subway trains thundered through the five
boroughs covered in letters painted from top to bottom and flanked by
satirical characters from end to end.7 She was fascinated by the graffiti-
covered handball courts and parks in Queens, and mesmerized by the
riot of colors and shapes on the F trains that rolled by her aunt’s Brooklyn window. On the bus ride to and from the High School of Art and
Design in Manhattan, Abby would pay close attention to her friend
Dume as he explained the mechanics and methods of painting graffiti illegally—what writers call “bombing science.” Soon thereafter, she
started her own “science” experiments: “I started piecing by doing tags
with a force-field around [them] and a 3d around the force field. Then
I tried characters. Then bubble letters and throwies. Then I translated
all those to spray paint. First in my closet in my bedroom, then on public bathroom walls, then motion bombing on buses and trains, then on
walls, larger, then finally on trains.” After experimenting with the tag
names Bitch106 (given to her by Web), 2 Toke, and Phoenix 319, she
settled on Abby to build her career as one of the earliest graffiti grrlz
active in New York City.
I use the term “graffiti grrlz” to refer to girls and women who write
graffiti even though the writers in this book are now adults mostly
in their thirties and older, like Abby; following the lead of Spanish-
speaking grrlz, I also use the term “graffitera” when appropriate. Despite
the usage of several less popular variations on Instagram, the typical way
grrlz refer to themselves and their peers on social media is through the
hashtag #graffitigirls (23,720; #graffitigirl has 22,850). The popularity of
“girls” over “women” (#graffitiwomen has 5,422) suggests that writers
are attendant to the fact that graffiti is and has been a primarily youth-
led subculture. Further, graffiti subculture celebrates social deviance
and encourages participants to resist conventional ideas about “growing
up,” which, of course, has particular meaning for girls (more on this in
chapter 1).8 To emphasize that these writers exceed social expectations
for “girls,” I call upon and contribute to a lineage of feminist spelling
revisions that defy “Proper English” (e.g., womyn, herstory, sheroes) by
swapping the “i” for an extra “r”—a move that also situates Hip Hop
graffiti subculture squarely in conversation with the Riot Grrrl punk-
music subculture.9 Articulating graffiti grrlz, with a “z,” also has a sonic
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and visual quality that marks the “edge” and references the “hard” of Hip
Hop that writers like Abby embody.
Abby has long since settled into her art practice after more than thirty
years of painting, illegally and legally. While it is true that most writers sketch something out on paper before they “hit” (paint) a wall, her
process differs in the level of control and intention devoted to each line
of the “sketch”; she likes to have a structure to follow that will create
balanced “traditional letters,” with “attitude” conveyed through “slants,
over-emphasis . . . and/or arrows.” Abby’s “respect for big letters” and attention to balance in the overall composition can be partially attributed
to years of watching her father, a skilled sign painter, work in his basement workshop, which she remembers fondly as a “built-in spray-paint
supply.” Abby used that built-in supply on the train lines mostly near
her home—a geographic limitation she described as a “tragedy” that felt
personal, but was rooted in common gendered parenting practices that
lead “parents to cloister girls.”10 She was not able to bomb as many train
lines as she would have liked because her parents were strict about her
curfew and kept her close to home. Consider this in contrast to one of
Abby’s peers, such as Skeme, a writer interviewed in the 1984 film Style
Wars, whose mother is fully aware of his exploits and chalks it up to the
idea that “boys will be boys.”11
Abby did her best to keep her graffiti exploits secret from her conservative middle-class family, but her parents found out: “it kind of destroyed them, because I wasn’t even supposed to be having thoughts like
that, much less behaving . . . so unfeminine and outside of the social
norm.” Rebelling against familial expectations that were guided by racialized and gendered social norms was risky—there would be repercussions if she was caught. But Abby felt she had the right to assert herself,
a sensibility she gained through role models on TV, in politics, and at
home. She was “surrounded by images of strong women like politicians
Shirley Chisholm, Bella Abzug, Gloria Steinem. Entertainment figures
like Foxy Brown, Wonder Woman—even Mrs. Partridge was raising five
kids with no father and running a band. We even had feminist cartoons
like Josie and the Pussycats who were sexy crime-fighting musicians. I
had strong women in my family to look up to. My grandmother was a
fantastic businesswoman, my aunt was a lawyer. I took them for granted
until I was slapped with limits in my personal life that I pushed back
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against.” Not one to be confined by gender conventions or a politics of
respectability, Abby managed her parental restraints by ditching school
and painting in other boroughs during the day. She had regular weekend
“sleepovers” with another writer named 2Cute who lived on the A/C line
in Far Rockaway—2Cute’s parents were more lenient, imposing just one
“restriction”: “don’t stay out late, girls.”
Abby was exposed daily to the tags of a fellow student and graff grrl
at the High School of Art and Design: Lady Heart. Heart’s “exploits
were legendary.” She had graduated by the time Abby took an interest
in meeting her, but she was not the only graff grrl around—she had a
younger painting partner still attending the school who had begun writing in 1979 and was by that time already known as the “godmother” or
“first lady” of graffiti, Lady Pink (www.ladypinknyc.com). Even though
Abby expressed to her writer friends that she would like to paint with
Pink and perhaps be mentored by Heart, they would not introduce her;
instead, they made her a part of their own crew, TPA. Happy to be part
of TPA, but still wanting to meet Pink and perhaps be down with her
crew, Abby persisted. She was told “you had to be down with Ladies
of the Arts [Pink’s crew] to get close to them, but the L.O.T.A. Crew
was closed.” Ultimately Abby was not mentored by Heart or Pink, but
she found other writers to learn from. “There was plenty of inspiration
at Art and Design among the writers that were there [including] Web,
Mare139, Fabel, Seen, and Doze, Erni ‘Paze’ Vales, Marcus ‘Ense’/‘Ence’
Suarez.” Even though her mentors were all men, Abby made a point of
telling me that they did not treat her differently because of her gender:
“I never thought of myself as a female writer. I was just hanging with my
friends doing what I liked to do and it never occurred to me that I was a
‘female’ writer, or that there was a line here that I was crossing because
I was a female.” Abby provides a different version of an old story about
the early days of Hip Hop culture from the perspective of a woman who
is not the token representative.
In a panel discussion on gender, race, and graffiti culture at the A/P/A
Institute at New York University in November 2009, Lady Pink discussed
the dynamics of her tokenization as the only woman included alongside
New York City graffiti’s founding fathers (e.g., Taki183, Dondi, Lee, Seen,
Blade, Iz the Wiz).12 Though Pink has focused on her fine art/gallery career for decades, she is still regularly called upon to represent all women
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who write graffiti because she was a groundbreaker. Abby witnessed that
ground being broken, and in some ways she reaped the benefits of not
being in the proverbial spotlight. “It was kind of heartbreaking because
I watched Lady Pink go through a lot of ridicule, very unfairly. I remember as I grew up people would always ask, ‘Aren’t you jealous of her?
Don’t you want to be where she is?’ I never wanted to be where she was,
in the spotlight. She was the first and the light shined brightest on her.
She had the most to prove and she was the one that had to go first and
she hit all the bumps and they were nasty. They were really, really nasty.”
On the topic of being female in a male-dominated field, more often than
not, Pink describes that nastiness: “It’s a lot harder for girls to get into
graffiti to begin with. The men are not very supportive. It’s hard to get
men to say nice things about women in graff. That’s the way it’s always
been and I started painting back in 1979. . . . It really hasn’t gotten any
easier being a girl, trying to enter the ‘boys club of graffiti.’ You have to
prove yourself and work even harder than the men work.”13 Abby’s early
experiences differ from Pink’s; the combination of the two perspectives
provides a more nuanced understanding of the gender politics of graffiti
subculture during the late 1970s to early ’80s. Having access to both stories also shifts the persistent notion—generated in no small part by the
Hip Hop cult film Wild Style (1983)—that Lady Pink was the only graff
grrl of note painting during that time. For Abby, the “line” of gender
difference she crossed with her graffiti art practice was felt at home with
her parents, not necessarily on the street with her peers. She did not feel
the effects of difference at the time, but rather over time as books were
published, circulated, and canonized—as the history of Hip Hop graffiti
art was written without her.
Despite the fact that Abby “didn’t save anything,” she relates her memories with incredible detail—each description is thick with dates, names,
emotion, colors, shapes, narrative arc, context, and connections. Like
other original “Hip Hop heads,” she did not save because she did not
realize she was creating a culture, a way of living that would one day
influence the lives of millions all over the world. When I asked her to
recount the early “style masters” (graffiti innovators), she did so with
the same attention to detail that she paints. She went on for over fifteen
minutes without taking a breath while explaining Dondi’s ability to scale
up (from a sketch to a train), Pink’s whole-car train as an incredible
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feat because of her height, Phase II’s innovation of connecting letters,
and Kase2’s creation of wildstyle (never limited by having just one arm).
Abby remembers. She knows what the subway system looked like before the antigraffiti taskforce decided graffiti was a “quality of life” issue
and declared war on urban artists, buffing each and every train before
it left the yard.14 She was there when graffiti moved from trains back to
walls, then to billboards and street signs; she participated in the refusal
to be silenced by urban policing based on conservative ideologies equating the regulation of aesthetics with crime prevention—the notion that
clean trains equal safe trains.15 And she watched from afar, more cautious than most, as writers developed digital personas to broadcast their
graffiti adventures in cyberspace. Her memories are part of Hip Hop’s
oral history—slowly disappearing as often-unnamed originators pass
away. She is a living archive and yet up until the morning that I spoke
with her at Davidson College, despite a handful of images circulating in
various publications, Abby’s story had never been publicized.16 And up
until that morning, Abby did not fully recognize her significance as a
pioneering member of a now-transnational subculture. The live interview platform allowed her to “claim” her story, to claim ownership of her
place in Hip Hop graffiti subculture—a reclamation necessitated by the
structural erasure of her historical presence and facilitated by having an
opportunity to offer her testimony in front of an audience.
Since The Faith of Graffiti, the journalist Norman Mailer’s 1974 inaugural text, the journalists, criminologists, sociologists, documentarians,
and art historians interested in graffiti art have ignored the politics of
difference within the subculture. The well-documented tendency of subcultural research to center the activities of boys and men (a precedent
set in no small part by the Birmingham School of Cultural Studies) is
reproduced throughout the graffiti studies canon. Authors have examined the subculture’s relationship to gangs, crime and urban decay, and
fine art.17 They have examined its Afro-Caribbean diasporic aesthetics;
its lost potential as an urban art form; its significance as a major youth
culture and harbinger of popular cultural trends; its potential use in
curriculum development and education; its history, artistic methodologies, and innovative use of mediums; its utility as a means for making
male masculinity; and its role as a training ground for design careers.18
The fundamental impetus of “getting up” (on as many of the most visible
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and perilous surfaces as possible) and “getting over” (on the authorities governing citizens and public space), combined with the anonymity
provided by tag names, has encouraged scholars (and graffiti writers)
to repetitively bolster a rather romantic notion about the subculture’s
social dynamics.
Here is where formal art training, class, race, and gender all diminish in
importance in the eyes of the innovators, and the ability to tear apart and
rebuild the structure of a Roman letter is paramount.19
The graffiti subculture may be the only art form that truly transcends social boundaries. In the world of the graffiti writer, the only thing that one
is judged by is artistic skill and attitude. Race, gender, social class, and age
of a writer aren’t considered.20
For me graffiti represents a way to instantly transcend governmental
oppression (and its ignorance), social and racial barriers, and material
possessions. It is also a way to take part of a movement which connects
people from all over the world, regardless of personal differences, in a
way nothing else can.21

According to this narrative, the focus on the graffiti art, rather than the
graffiti art maker, enables the subculture to transcend the oppressive
and unjust function of difference. The idea is that gender, race, ethnicity,
class, and sexuality simply do not matter because they do not affect one’s
ability to “get up” or “get over”; all that matters is proliferation and stylistic innovation. If Kase2 could get up on trains with one arm, and if Lady
Pink could paint whole trains alone, and if Iz the Wiz could become
one of the most respected all-city “kings”—the highest subcultural status
marker—even though he was white, then obviously differences such as
physical ability, gender, and race do not really matter.
In “Girls and Subcultures,” Angela McRobbie and Jenny Garber
ask, “Are girls really not present in youth subcultures? Or is it something in the way this kind of research is carried out that renders them
invisible?”22 They assert that girls’ involvement in “subcultures may
have become invisible because the very term ‘subculture’ has acquired
such strong masculine overtones,” and they conclude by arguing that
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researchers are not looking in the “right” kinds of places for girls’
subcultural activities.23 Graff grrlz are not absent from graffiti studies
simply because there are “not as many women writers”—the standard
rationale—but because the lens, or the conventional way of seeing, renders them and their contributions illegible, invisible. Their
erasure is and has been taken for granted, naturalized as common
sense—a circular and self-fulfilling rationalization: there are no graff
grrlz on the walls, at the events, or in the books (beyond the token
representatives) because, well, there are/were no active grrlz (worth
mentioning).
To his credit, in the first ethnographic account of the subculture,
Craig Castleman mentioned writers like Charmin 65, Barbara 62, and
Eva 62; however, the significance of their inclusion is undone in instances such as when he asks Candy how much “getting up” a writer
needs to complete in order to attain fame. She answers about 200, and
the next sentence reads: “Most writers set the figure much higher.”24 The
implication here, whether purposeful or not, is that as a graff grrl, her
standards are set lower, her opinion not quite accurate, and her place in
the subculture not quite important. Janice Rahn includes the graff grrlz
Singe, Shana, Swep, and Brain, but she fails to engage them with the
same rigor or depth as she does the male writers in her study; inequitable treatment here again implies differing importance. In Subway Art,
Martha Cooper and Henry Chalfant make a point to mention that “there
have always been girls who write,” citing Barbara 62 and Eva 62, Lady
Pink, Lady Heart, and Lizzie; ultimately though, without contextualization, the names and the handful of images recede in importance and
impact.25 In The Art of Getting Over, Stephen Powers mentions a handful of grrlz but only through their relationships with and proximity to
men (e.g., lover, sister, or ex-girlfriend): “He [Razz] got immersed into
the culture, writing with his sister (she wrote Sass), then after meeting ‘a
lot of perpetrators,’ he met real writers and the days of the brother-sister
bombing team were pretty much over.”26 These are just a few of the ways
that graffiti grrlz’ presence has been reduced, negated, or neglected. Because difference was not interrogated or deemed important, more than
forty years of research have been conducted with neither a substantial or
adequate consideration of gender difference nor a sustained engagement
with graffiti grrlz. It is time to trouble this elision.
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In December 2012, two months after interviewing Abby at Davidson, I gave a talk about how graff grrlz thrive in “the space between” at
the second annual TEDxWomen conference in Washington, DC, to an
immediate audience of 300 and a global audience of more than 15,000
people via a live stream.27 I shared that I began my research as a women’s studies graduate student at the University of Arizona in Harmony
Hammond’s “Lesbian Art in America” course in 2002. I explained that
despite growing up in Boston, Massachusetts, among writer friends—in
the Universal Will to Become (UWTB) crew—I was mostly indifferent
to graffiti writing until I began drawing parallels between the “hetero/
sexism” in the fine art and graffiti art worlds. In each sphere, the coproductive and codependent hegemonic tyranny of heterosexism (the
institutionally supported ideology that heterosexuality is the norm to be
valued above all else) and sexism (the institutionally supported ideology
that cisgender males are the norm to be valued above all else) subordinate individuals (and communities) based on their deviance from these
norms: hence, my usage of “hetero/sexism.” After years of riding along,
being a lookout, hearing the sounds of shaking cans, and smelling the
paint fumes, the graffiti world appeared under a whole new light. My
newfound interest led me to ask my friends questions . . . lots of them.
The first was about a writer named RenOne.
RenOne’s tags incorporated heart-shaped Os and were, at the time,
the only indication I had that grrlz (or, at least, a grrl) actually wrote
graffiti. When I asked my friends to help me contact her for an interview, I was scoffed at and told that she “wasn’t a real writer.” I was told
that her boyfriend got up for her and that she slept around—she was
a “jock” (a graffiti groupie who sleeps with writers). At the time I did
not know to be more critical of that particular kind of rumor. Understanding that “in hip-hop, realness is the most valuable form of cultural
capital,” and trusting my sources because they were my friends, I moved
on.28 Ten years later I was at TEDxWomen, standing onstage, recounting
the story and lamenting that I should have known better. On a whim, I
took the opportunity to speak directly to her from that stage: “if you’re
out there RenOne, hit me up! I’d love to talk to you.” A few months later,
someone did in fact “hit me up” through a Facebook message. He had
seen an article in the Dorchester Reporter (my hometown newspaper)
about my TED talk and claimed he knew RenOne. He wrote, “My friend
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use to write Ren One [sic], but she was from Boston and does not write
anymore. This was in the mid to late 90’s.”29 About a week later, through
the magic of social media and digital communication, I was reminiscing
about Boston’s graff scene in the ’90s with RenOne herself.
Despite having “fallen off the radar of everything having to do with
graffiti,” she claimed “it still flows in [her] blood.”30 RenOne is in her
mid-thirties, Cape Verdean, African American, and white. At the time
she was a stay-at-home mother—“the attachment parenting, baby wearing, crafting, breastfeeding until everyone else is uncomfortable with it
kind”—who, when asked if she was a feminist, responded,
How can you not be Female and a Feminist? Yes. . . . As a female I am
as relevant as any other male. It means as a female I am able to define
my own state of being as a female. I am able to choose to be a mother, or
create a child on my own terms and love who I want and it doesn’t make
me any less powerful to do so. I can choose to have mother be my only
title, or I can choose to have a career as my only title, or I can choose
both. I respect other women for their choices even if it doesn’t agree with
my own. You cannot fuck with femininity.

Though we were strangers at the time, her tone was a familiar one—I
recognized the same kind of gender “deviant” performance of masculinity in her, what I call feminist masculinity, that I had seen in countless
other graff grrlz (discussed in chapter 1). Her interest in writing graffiti
sparked when “a light went off like . . . I could be out there just like them
[her friends], be ‘All CITY.’ Fuck a boy putting your name up on a wall
for you, or in a piece they painted dedicated to you, do it on your own.”
She took to the walls in 1997.
By her own admission, RenOne was not the “greatest” graffiti
writer—just one of the first, and one of the only grrlz writing graffiti
in Boston in the late ’90s—but she was prolific with her tagging. After
playing with bubble letters and curly cues, she settled into a handstyle
she calls “dead letter,” a style characterized by letters that are one color,
two-dimensional, painted in single lines with no fills, no doodads, no
hookups, and a slight lean that does not interlock.31 She used the tag
name RenOne because “it sounded like a classic androgynous and righteous name,” a name she had been scribbling in notebooks privately all
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throughout high school—including the O heart: “I kept the heart because I loved the heart. It remained to me the one nod towards femininity in my tag . . . once I dropped those curly ques. I wanted the heart to
represent me. Like I owned it.” Her “nod to femininity” was the only way
I knew she was a “she”; without that signifying mark her tags would have
faded into the realm of total anonymity where most graffiti art revels.
RenOne recounted her writing days with nostalgia; for her, Boston in
the late ’90s was a “time of buying fat caps from kids out of the trunks of
cars”; feeling the adrenaline rush of “near death experiences and a perpetual fear of a certain female [MTA] officer”; of friendships with “other
writers showing me how to lift caps from aerosol cans out of hardware
stores and make kiwi mops”; and negotiating the subcultural politics of
space that manifested in “wars of alley ways and mailboxes and rooftops
all along Newbury [Street], Mass. [Ave.], and Copley [Square].” She did
not have a steady crew, but she occasionally painted with her boyfriend,
Never, and fondly remembered writing with another graff grrl, Dance—
“the ONE girl in Boston that I knew, who was serious about getting out

Figure I.2. RenOne, Boston, MA, 1998. Photo courtesy RenOne.
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and painting.” Dance and RenOne enjoyed painting together as “D.R.”
despite the rumors that they were enemies. There were other rumors,
too, about RenOne’s sexual activities. When I told her who, specifically,
had shared those rumors with me (although I am not naming him here),
she was not surprised.
I remember being excited because I thought that he was really interested
in painting with me, but I learned just as with a few other male writers in Boston, that they weren’t all that interested in painting. We went
out, some spot I had never been to before, we may have been with a few
other people, I think he even threw my tag up at one point and he was
giving me some pointers, it may of even been a [his name] plus RenOne
type of thing. . . . It was so long ago! I can picture the place being near
train tracks. I remember him showing me he had done my name and I
was supposed to be all flattered, but I was pissed. . . . I was angry that it
was made to seem like we were going to paint, but really was more of a
hangout wanna hookup type of “date.” I think we got into beef after that,
too. I may have been dating Never at that point. I think [he] and I became
enemies after. A lot of times in the beginning after boys found out I was
a writer, they would want to “hang out” and paint, but it never panned
out to be that true. It was always a date disguised as a paint mission. I was
forever annoyed and eventually I never took anyone up on that offer and
went solo always.

RenOne’s version of the story sheds some light on how using a hetero/
sexist lens to understand grrlz’ relationship to this subculture produces
pernicious misconceptions about them and how they get involved in the
first place: that they “let” men get up for them because they are unable,
or uninterested, in painting themselves; and that they are promiscuous
because they go out (on painting missions) with a lot of boys. She makes
it clear that the reason she went out with the unnamed writer mentioned
above, and later with other male writers, was to paint and maybe get
some technical pointers. She went on the “mission” with the understanding that the purpose was painting, but it was actually a cover for a
“hookup.” He got “pissed” and they “got into beef ” because she rejected
his disingenuous seduction efforts (painting her name for her). “When
he wrote my name it took away the power of proving that I was able
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to do it myself,” she explained. Despite his shadiness, RenOne would
ultimately pay the price of their exchange with her subcultural capital
because she had less power as a lesser-known writer and as a girl.
Over a Facebook chat in May 2017, RenOne clarified that though she
never had a physical altercation with that particular writer, there was
another writer from Cambridge “that [she] actually had beef with that
could’ve gone physical.”32 Though, again, there was no actual fight between them, the way the events unfolded shed some light on not only
how beef functions in this subculture, but also how it functions when it
comes to graffiti grrlz.
At the time I was living in Somerville, and I would walk to Harvard
Square and get up. [The beef] started because of a payphone outside of a
convenience store. One day I went and he had crossed me out and called
me a toy and then it just escalated from there. There were whole messages to each other on that phone. . . . Anytime I got up in Cambridge, he
would cross me out. I’d paint on the train tracks from the commuter rail
in Kendall Square and he would always completely diss my piece.

There is nothing out of the ordinary, or unexpected, about two writers
sparring over a particular spot—being lined or gone over is a common
practice that informs the subculture’s characterization as ephemeral
(discussed at length in chapter 4). When the battle on the wall becomes
personal and is felt as an assault on the writers’ masculinity (ownership
of public space, pride, dominance), the beef escalates into an actual confrontation. What is less common is how the beef is resolved when the
pairing is not between people with the same gender. At first, he did not
know RenOne was a girl, but when he found out, the dynamics of the
beef shifted. “There was a rumor that he was at a party that I was at and
I was all set to go confront him—and he had a girlfriend with him who
supposedly was going to fight me—but that never happened. The reality
was that I was a girl and he couldn’t physically hurt me without getting
fucked up himself in the process” (because, presumably, RenOne’s guy
friends would have stepped in).33 By sending his girlfriend after a complete stranger simply to defend his masculinity (his graffiti “honor,” if
you will) he activated one of the most pernicious effects of hetero/sexism
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on girls and women in the subculture—pinned against one another in a
“catfight,” they maintain the patriarchal status quo. Abby testified to her
experience of this same dynamic:
It has been my experience that a large percentage of discord between females is seeded and is perpetuated by males. Some men have tried and
failed to produce the girl-on-girl mud wrestling battle between female
graff writers. I can’t tell you how many times people have tried to manipulate me to be an aggressor against a female who I don’t even know.
The Svengali-type males are the biggest trouble-makers. Luckily, most
women in graff see right through this.

While being involved in beef certainly affects one’s reputation, the best
way to seek revenge in graffiti subculture is to throw doubt on writers’
“realness” (question their authenticity or point out their lack of illegal
graffiti work), commitment (question their “ups”), and stylistic capability (denigrate the aesthetic value of their work).
Like many grrlz before and after her, RenOne suffered a particularly
gendered and sexualized version of that revenge. The rumors meant to
diminish RenOne’s graffiti “props” (respect) gained traction based on
an accepted hetero/sexism too often used to bolster or repair the ego
(heterosexual, cisgender male masculinity) of the person who started
them. Instead of the rumor about her being (hetero)sexually available
to graffiti writers, RenOne could have been labeled a lesbian, a dyke, or
a queer—an experience many graff grrlz have, especially when they are
new to the subculture. Rumors are one way that the politics of sexuality
manifest in graffiti subculture so as to affect grrlz’ sense of belonging, ultimately cutting them off from a subculture that thrives on its own brand
of sociality. The ridiculous and tragic irony in RenOne’s case is that the
rumors about her being a fake and a jock were, in actuality, products of
her commitment and determination to get up by herself. Now reconnected to the scene in Boston, RenOne would like to “send a big middle
finger to the person who ever started the rumor [that] my boyfriend
bombed for me. And a big up to all the lady writers from Boston from
my day and before me. Ladies First, Dance wherever you are, Sun, Girl,
Serv, Cuka, Aqua, Ladee Dase.”
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Writing Grrlz
Why are there so less female chemists, computer programmers and mathematicians? For the same reasons—women
are not conditioned to go out there and prove themselves intellectually. Why are there so many less women represented
in art galleries? Because we live in a society where women
are subversively encouraged to have no voice or expression
other than her body or image.
—Nungi (USA)

Listening to testimonies similar to Abby’s and RenOne’s at each stage
of writing Graffiti Grrlz: Performing Feminism in the Hip Hop Diaspora,
I have consistently revisited the feminist art historian Linda Nochlin’s
1971 clarion call in “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?”
for scholars interested in theorizing and/or historicizing women’s art-
making practices.
Art is not a free, autonomous activity of a super-endowed individual,
“influenced” by previous artists, and, more vaguely and superficially, by
“social forces,” but rather, that the total situation of art making, both in
terms of the development of the art maker and in the nature and quality
of the work of art itself, occur in a social situation . . . mediated and determined by specific and definable social institutions, be they art academies,
systems of patronage, mythologies of the divine creator, artist as he-man
or social outcast.34

Examining the “total situation of art making” for graffiti grrlz illuminates how heteropatriarchy functions within Hip Hop graffiti subculture
on both an institutionalized structural level (in books, social rituals, and
subcultural spaces) and on an everyday person-to-person level not only
to obfuscate the presence of graffiti grrlz throughout the Hip Hop diaspora, but also to create a sociocultural standard in which experiences
of sexualization, erasure, and discrimination are the expected—indeed,
anticipated—norm. Heteropatriarchal power relations materialize in,
on, and about graff grrlz’ bodies (corporeal bodies and bodies of artistic
work), and those dynamics have produced an integrated but not equal
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(and sometimes hostile) environment for grrlz as a “class” (if not on an
individual level).35 Graffiti Grrlz begins the important work of analyzing
the visual, discursive, social, political, and digital aspects of contemporary graffiti art by organizing the grrlz’ individual stories into a narrative
about how they navigate their experiences as a collective within the
subculture.
Writing Graffiti Grrlz required a kind of mashup methodology well
suited to my training as a feminist performance studies scholar with a
focus on queer studies working within Hip Hop studies (all interdisciplines). Because disciplinary boundaries only contain graff grrl stories,
and my purpose is to liberate them, I engaged these grrlz, conducted my
fieldwork, and analyzed my data with an array of methods guided by a
commitment to feminist praxis, which seeks to document and contextualize graffiti grrlz’ experiences and activities in order to incite social
change.36 I anticipate that some readers will find the interdisciplinary
nature and mashup methodology of this book confounding, but I urge
them to embrace my project as one that prioritizes intellectual goals over
disciplinary demands. I am bound to my political commitment as a feminist scholar interested in how socially and politically disenfranchised
individuals (and communities) fashion identity, imagine belonging, and
stimulate empowerment, more than I am bound to the confines of disciplinary structures.
Graffiti Grrlz critiques and challenges grrlz’ erasure from graffiti history by drawing from methods in performance studies and visual arts,
such as thick description, aesthetic categorization, and consideration
of method alongside bibliographic information for each writer and a
chronological accounting of events. However, it is not a conventional
historical account or a feminist recovery project that writes women back
into an established subcultural narrative. Instead, this book examines
the narrative frame itself and provides what Joan Scott refers to as a
“history of difference” that explores how “difference is established, how
it operates, how and in what ways it constitutes subjects” in graffiti subculture transnationally.37
I reject androcentric research practices and analytical methods that
preserve “disembodied” objectivity in favor of ethnographic methodologies that situate knowledge, such as hiphopography and queer feminist
ethnography.38 From these methodologies in particular, I gleaned the
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importance of “giving back” to the grrlz—via commissions, talks, and
gallery shows, for example—and “being down” with the grrlz while being
careful and cognizant of how my desire to belong shapes my experiences
and interpretations of those experiences.39 Being “down” with these grrlz
is something that came with time, patience, sincerity, and direct communication: when taking on the responsibility of sharing other’s stories,
being “straight up” is the only way to “get down.”40 That said, as a scholar
making a queer feminist intervention, a professional “feminist killjoy”
if you will, there are limitations to what I am actually “down” for; being
down can sometimes actually hinder the work.41 If I were to focus on
those aspects of the subculture that scholars and participants have thus
far deemed the most important, I would not be focusing on grrlz. Nor
would I be writing about graffiti from a Hip Hop studies perspective.
Graffiti Grrlz does something most studies of graffiti subculture (and
Hip Hop culture) published after the 1980s do not: explicitly link graffiti writing with Hip Hop culture. In The History of American Graffiti,
Roger Gastman and Caleb Neelon refer to the relationship between graffiti and Hip Hop culture as an arranged marriage, packaged for mass
consumption.
DJ, please cue the debate about whether graffiti is a part of hip-hop, and
loop it endlessly. . . . Rapping, DJing, and breakdancing were unquestionably the creation of black and Latino youths, so the faceless pseudonyms
of graffiti writing were popularly assumed to be the same. . . . Following initial appearances in the background of early rap videos, graffiti was soon
packaged as a part of the “four elements” of hip-hop. . . . With a dance, a
vocal music, an instrumental music, and a visual art, hip-hop was a complete package of human expression with few parallels.42

When we concede that “hip-hop evolved from a variety of local expressive forms into a global enterprise” because of the way it was packaged
by photographers (Cooper), filmmakers (Chalfant), gallery curators,
and journalists (Sally Banes), we must also acknowledge that the writers
themselves had a part in the packaging.43
A survey of canonical graffiti studies texts such as Getting Up (1982),
Spray Can Art (1987), and Subway Art (1984) reveals that in these texts
graffiti is implicitly tied to Hip Hop’s other elements (rap, deejaying/
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emceeing, breakdancing). In Getting Up, for example, Craig Castleman
does not use the phrase “Hip Hop culture,” but the musical influences
are signaled when he describes scenes such as conga drum circles at live
mural painting and explains that the messages seen on trains often drew
from “funkadelic” music lyrics; also, Afro-Caribbean percussion and
funk music are well-documented influences on early sampling.44 In
Aerosol Kingdom, Ivor Miller makes a point to discuss the pop-cultural
influences on early New York City writers, including “urban music forms
created by Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataaa, and others”; he also highlights that DOZE, a Manhattan graffiti king, was a dancer with the infamous b-boy troop Rock Steady Crew and that Bronx-based Phase2 was
the artist behind Kool Herc’s early 1970s flyers.45 The phrase “Hip Hop
culture” may not have been widely used in those early texts because the
culture—an amalgamation of diverse and nascent expressions—was still
very much in the process of being labeled and circulated.46 But the fact is,
even if the relationship between these presumably autonomous forms of
youth-driven self-expression was curated, they traversed the globe under
the moniker of “Hip Hop culture.” Denying the link between graffiti and
Hip Hop’s other elements is akin to forcing a divorce on one of the greatest polyamorous marriages of all time.47 If we look to practitioners’ performances across the diaspora, we can trace aesthetic, social, political,
and indeed cultural links that come together as Hip Hop.48
To date, in the theater of Hip Hop culture’s knowledge production,
rap music/emceeing has taken center stage, leaving the other founding elements of b-boying, deejaying, beatboxing, and graffiti off in the
wings. Subsequently, there is an unacceptable deficiency in the knowledge produced about the aesthetic interventions and political significance of graffiti as a component of Hip Hop culture. Graffiti art is Hip
Hop culture despite the ways in which it differs from the other elements,
and these differences introduce a new set of questions around minoritarian subjects using Hip Hop aesthetics to claim power and presence
on a transnational scale. On a practical level, graffiti is the only “founding element” not fundamentally dependent upon, productive of, or
related to music, nor is it always legal. On an ontological level (more
in chapter 4), the performance is not located primarily on the artists’
body (the body is a necessary, but temporary, component of the performance); the writers perform self by leaving a trace (the graffiti) on a
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surface (walls, bridges, trains). The writer’s traces must act in order to
become what they are: graffiti marks must circulate beyond the writers’ bodies; in other words, peers must see the graffiti.49 Unlike a rap,
b-boying, beatboxing, or deejaying performance, the graffiti writer’s audience (generally) does not experience the performance live, but rather
after the fact—in the absence of the artist by way of the graffiti left on
the surface. These differences offer opportunities to ask different kinds
of questions around accessibility to the subculture, for example: How
do minoritarian subjects become subcultural participants, members of
a transnational community that functions outside of institutions like
the music industry and mainstream media? How does the anonymity of
the body effect participation in terms of gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, and nation? The differences between graffiti painting and Hip Hop’s
other forms are not reasons to detach it from the rest of Hip Hop culture, but rather serve as markers that distinguish graffiti art as a particular aesthetic form requiring its own tools for understanding. Awakening
the “dormant connective tissues” between graffiti and Hip Hop culture is
a productive and necessary conceptual method for advancing the fields
of graffiti and Hip Hop studies.50
Stifled by the lack of information in graffiti studies on graffiti grrlz,
it was only because I began studying the feminist interventions in Hip
Hop studies that I made real progress with my research.51 In addition to
their theoretical interventions, their first-person accounts of the spaces
where Hip Hop culture thrived led me to wonder about the contemporary subcultural places writers might frequent. And since the books
were no help in that regard, I took to the Internet—searching for any
information I could find about graffiti-related events. At the time, Artcrimes.org (now Graffiti.org) had an “ongoing” shows and events page
where people could post messages to one another.52 Because my personal connections had failed to produce a single interviewee, I emailed
the webmaster, Susan Ferrell, to inquire about posting an online call for
participation. She responded affirmatively.
Female Writers
Hello all. My name is Jessica Pabón. I am a Women’s Studies graduate
student at the University of Arizona and I need your help on a research
project. I am trying to find lesbian/bisexual identified graffiti artists. . . .
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This research project is intended to create a resource for aspiring lesbian,
or just female, writers. Participants will be asked a series of questions
and will be asked for samples of that work. Whether the writer wants to
be known/named in this project is up to the writer. NO PRESSURE ON
“COMING OUT” PUBLICLY. . . . I think women need to know that there
are other women out there just like them puttin’ up pieces.

Naïvely, I was asking these grrlz to come out not only as writers (artists
of an illegal medium), but also as bisexual or lesbian to a person whom
they had never met (or even heard of) before. No one responded. I asked
Susan to take that post down and replace it with a revised version:
Attn: female writers
What’s up? Name’s Jess: artist, activist, graduate student, looking for female graffiti artists for research project (aka master’s thesis). Point: to
highlight the females writing dope graf. What do I mean “highlight”?
I want to document their contributions; I want to ask questions about
being a female working in the graffiti culture; I want to give props where
they are deserved and necessary. Long term book project will follow—
more on that later. Interested? Get hooked up with my project by contacting me at pabon@email.arizona.edu. ANONYMITY ALWAYS A
PROMISE.

Though I did not fully understand the dynamics of my initial request
at the time, years later I know that the very term “lesbian” is regularly used
to disparage graffiti grrlz who are “too good” or who assert themselves
as writers without the help of a would-be heterosexual romantic partner.
Many of the grrlz I have spoken to over the years have come out to me in
conversation as lesbian, bisexual, or queer, but most refuse to put their
nonheterosexuality on record to avoid the inevitable repercussions above
and beyond the ostracization and sexual harassment they already face for
opposing the conventions of gender performance set for “girls.”
Letting go of the focus on lesbian, bisexual, and/or queer graffiti writers was a necessary decision to move the project forward that was nonetheless frustrating because graffiti art making is a nonnormative activity
performed in resistance to and operating outside of the identificatory,
temporal, and spatial registers of heteronormative patriarchal society.
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In other words, though it (still) feels provocative to claim, graffiti writing is queer.53 Framing graffiti writing as a queer subcultural practice is
not an effort to organize all subcultural acts as “queer” or all writers as
queer (and therefore erase any specific reference to queer sexual acts
that ground queer theory), but rather an attempt to mobilize the challenges to normativity enacted by writers and to attend to some of the
hetero/sexist misrepresentations embedded in the stereotypical Hip
Hop body. If we are brave enough to cite “The Queerness of Hip Hop/
The Hip Hop of Queerness,” we can make space for those queer bodies
in Hip Hop graffiti subculture that refuse to come out publicly for fear of
retribution (and perhaps inspire someone to pick up the research project
that I let go).54
Six of the responses that the second call generated were teenagers
who only provided basic demographics, some admitting they had not
yet gone bombing: Merc/Elmo (“17, white, bisexual, England”); Lace
One (“17, bisexual, black and white, FL, USA”); Dvine (“16, Puerto Rican,
Bisexual, IL, USA”); Mel/Nasty (“19, white, straight usually, NJ, USA”);
Erin (“15, Perugia, Italy”); and Desr (“17, Mexican and white, straight,
CA, USA”). Three of the grrlz answered my interview questions and
mailed photographs (using the Internet to send images was not yet commonplace): Nungi (“27, Caucasian, heterosexual, CA, USA”), Toots/2tsie
(“old, Latina, CA, USA”), and Miss17 (author of this book’s foreword).
Miss17’s participation radically altered the direction and scope of my
project. Skeptical of my intentions, 17 kept a safe distance for years; she
slowly trusted me with more and more information and eventually referred me to graff grrlz who had been in the game longer than she: Lady
Pink, ClawMoney, and Mickey (Netherlands). My connections multiplied as graffiti grrlz began to trust me and refer me to their graff grrl
friends.
Because I used digital communication technologies extensively to facilitate relationships with the grrlz, and because the “field” in which I
conducted participant observation and interviews included spaces on
the Internet, I refer to my primary research method as “digital ethnography.”55 What I call digital ethnography has also been deemed “virtual
ethnography,” “cyber-ethnography,” “online ethnography,” “netnography,” and “online ethnography.”56 In my case, digital ethnography is the
use of communication technologies (such as Skype, Facetime) and social
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networking sites (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) to supplement the
space between physical encounters—and to act as the encounter itself.
My digital interactions with the grrlz differ from my “on the ground”
interactions mostly in terms of intimacy, frequency, and depth, but contrary to the ways common sense might suggest. Imagine the difference
between conducting an interview with a grrl in the middle of a paint
jam versus having an online chat or Skype date after the event. In the
former situation, because our conversation will delay her from finishing
her piece it has the potential to be rushed. Also, there may be stories,
explanations, or details about herself that she does not want to express
in a public venue in front of other writers. In the latter, since we have
both experienced the event (ideally), we can take the time to share and
compare our experiences, I can pace the interview questions a bit more
naturally, and she has the freedom to answer when in the controlled environment of a “private” online exchange. We can extend this example to
think about frequency and depth as well. After the Skype interview—if
we are not connected on social media already—there will be a “friend
request” or a “follow request” that I will initiate or accept. From that
point on, our interactions have the potential to be daily occurrences not
always related to graffiti art. The symbiotic nature of the face-to-face and
the digital interactions gave me a much better picture of the grrl behind
the letters, and depending on the quality and tenor of those interactions,
our interviewer/interviewee relationship can develop—as it did with
Miss17—into an enduring friendship.57
When I began this project in 2002, scholars had just begun to recognize the capacity of the Internet and to account for the effects of digital
spaces on ethnographic research methods and epistemologies.58 In more
ways than one, digital ethnography was a methodological experiment
born of necessity. While the very nature of digital ethnography demands
a cautious and vigilant response to results (how do we know the grrl
is who she says she is, for example), for my research, the significance
of the method cannot be overstated: these grrlz are subcultural actors
who feel safer interacting with outsiders over email or chat; they live all
over the world and physical interactions are limited by travel and sometimes by language barriers; and lastly, their stories literally cannot be
found in books or archives. If I did not take the risk of an experimental
mashup methodology dependent on digital technologies, I would not
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have witnessed firsthand what I like to think of as the graffiti grrl digital
revolution—a shift in subcultural practice with profound implications
for their visibility and belonging.

Digital Ups
In 2006 the photographer Nicholas Ganz published Graffiti Women:
Street Art from Five Continents. The photobook showcases 130 street
and graffiti artists, includes a foreword penned by the renowned street
artist Swoon, and has an introduction by Nancy Macdonald (author of
The Graffiti Subculture: Youth, Masculinity and Identity in London and
New York). Graffiti Women was the first book specifically about graffiti grrlz and street artists; Ganz himself noted how despite incremental
improvement the inclusion of grrlz in graffiti art publications remained
sparse. Graffiti Women was followed in 2007 by the semiautobiographical “coffee table” book Bombshell: The Life and Crimes of Claw Money.
Eight years later, two more appeared: All City Queens (edited by Syrup
and Cyris) and Women Street Artists of Latin America: Art without Fear
(by Rachel Cassandra and Lauren Gucik). Graffiti Women was an afterthought to Ganz’s Graffiti World: Street Art from Five Continents—where
women make up only 8 percent of the artists in his “world” (16 of 185, to
be exact). The irony of being relegated to a follow-up book (with a hot
pink cover in the U.S. version) did not escape the grrlz themselves. Foxy
Lady, a graff grrl from the Netherlands, leveled her critique in a piercing book review published in issue #5 (December 2006) of her digital
zine CatFight: Female Graff Update (discussed in chapter 3): “[Graffiti
Women] is almost tasteless”; she and the other graff grrlz she surveyed
for the review “had great expectations of this book. . . . But in the end it
is a summarised vision, and leaves a bitter taste.”59 Graff grrlz want(ed)
more: more evidence of their own voices, more in-depth analysis of
their art, more consideration of their specifically gendered perspectives,
and more of a distinction from street artists. Ultimately, graffiti grrlz
want(ed) more power in how they are (re)presented.
In 2005—a year before Ganz published his book—an unknown
graff grrl launched the now defunct but at the time wildly popular
website GraffGirlz.com, the first website by grrlz for grrlz and about
grrlz.60 In contrast to the first graffiti art website to appear online in
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1994—ArtCrimes.org—where the majority of tag names upheld the
standard of anonymity via gender neutrality, GraffGirlz.com signified
the writers’ gender identities in the title. Utilizing the signifier “girlz,”
the site hailed participants and signaled, at minimum, that this was a
community of people who could empathize with your gender-based experiences, people who would (hopefully) judge your graffiti art based
on aesthetics and innovation, rather than gender difference. The site
presumed the grrlz’ agency, and desire for control over representation,
by giving them the responsibility and choice to be included in this community. In English, Spanish, and French, the “Join Us” page explained
the terms of inclusion and participation: “Send us a mail to graffgirlz@
gmail.com with, your Name, Crew, Country, City, Website, and 25 pics
minimum of your choice (only painting pics, no stickers or sketches)
and a presentation in few words (beginnings, inspirations, lifestyle,
projects . . .). You will receive your login and password as soon as possible.” Each writer, once registered with a login and password, had control of the details that appeared on her own page; she could choose to
include any combination of information, including tag name, crew, city,
country, biography, website, MySpace profile, photos, and, sometimes,
an email address.
Ignoring the basic “rule” of anonymity and defiantly identifying
themselves as “girlz” on a public site changed everything. Suddenly, all
grrlz had to do was click on “Interviews” to access a world of information about other graffiti grrlz: how they “presented” (demographics),
how they got into graffiti and why, what inspired them aesthetically,
what their experiences were as women, and, lastly, whether they were
in contact with other graffiti grrlz. With one click, they were informed
of the events grrlz were organizing in faraway cities, such as the 2006
“Pussy Powa” jam in Naples, Italy; the 2007 “B-Girl Be” Festival in Minneapolis in the United States; and the 2008 “We B*Girlz” Festival in Berlin, Germany. GraffGirlz.com went down sometime in 2009, but thanks
to the Internet Archive Wayback Machine (www.archive.org/web) you
can click through the site at the height of its usage in 2008 and discover
that it showcased the work of almost 200 grrlz from twenty-six countries.61 Catching what I call “digital ups,” the writers who participated
in GraffGirlz.com enacted the first digital performances of feminism in
Hip Hop graffiti subculture.
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I recently discussed the impact of grrlz making themselves accessible
online with a graffiti grrl from the Czech Republic, Sany (of Puff Crew),
who had just premiered her documentary Girl Power in 2016—the first
documentary exclusively about graffiti grrlz to screen in the film festival
circuit.62 When she began filming Girl Power in 2008, Sany set her intentions on highlighting graffiti grrlz who “devoted their lives” to painting
graffiti. She told me that in the process of making her film, she helped
make “a network of women writers,” connecting grrlz to one another
online and in person.63 The Internet made Sany’s film possible because
even the grrlz who chose to “stay underground” (i.e., keep a very low
profile to hold on to some “real-life” anonymity) had an Internet presence.64 Like the trains that inspired the New York graffiti writers of Abby’s generation, the Internet is now the vehicle for communication and
the destination of the message. Having realized the potential of blogs,
social networking spaces, forums, and personal media sharing to generate a greater presence, writers have made public a subculture that was
decidedly counterpublic; they have expanded the Hip Hop aesthetic of
the local into the global and have consequently developed creative and
affective ties to multiple peoples and places.65
GraffGirlz.com initiated profound subcultural shifts through the exposure it gave writers and the digital behavior it catalyzed. It was simultaneously precedent setting and a promise of more things to come. The
web, it turns out, is an exceptional vehicle for the “more” that graff grrlz
so desire (see chapter 3). Over the past decade, there has been a rapid
proliferation of digital spaces specifically geared toward, focused on, and
maintained by graffiti grrlz. Grrlz with access to digital forms of communication no longer have to experience a gender-based solitude. Instead,
because of digital media, grrlz can choose to tap into a vast transnational
network to connect across geographical borders, language barriers, and
time zones. The site challenged expectations about the graffiti writer in
regards not only to gender but also to race, ethnicity, and nationality—
expectations cultivated by time-honored accounts of Hip Hop’s origins
that highlight a particularly gendered, racialized, and heterosexualized performance.66 By taking the subcultural community “out of the
shadows” to catch their “ups” in the digital public sphere, GraffGirlz
.com demonstrated at least two interrelated points: grrlz wrote graffiti in
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numbers worth counting; and not all graffiti writers were working-class
African American boys from the South Bronx.

Hip Hop Graffiti Diaspora
Though a great deal of rigorous debate within Hip Hop studies has
attended to the fact that the culture is, and was at its origins, global and
multidimensional, analyses still tend to pivot from the most commercially viable form of the four elements: rap music, a form predominantly
understood and represented as the cultural property of heterosexual
African American cisgender men.67 Thus, the preconceived notion that
people tend to have when you say “Hip Hop head” or “graffiti writer”
produces a very specific Hip Hop “body,” especially in the United States.
Most conversations in Hip Hop studies, unless they are Hip Hop queer/
feminist texts that directly address gender difference, center around the
Hip Hop archetype perpetuated by mass media, or what Nancy Guevara
refers to as the “hype fantasy image” of a young, urban, heterosexual,
hypermasculine, working-class cisman of color.68 But if Hip Hop culture (and by extension graffiti subculture) belongs solely to this group of
individuals—what about everyone else?
In the same article in which she introduces the hype fantasy image
concept, “Women Writin’ Rappin’ Breakin’,” Guevara directly questions
the evident gender bias in Hip Hop studies by focusing on Lisa Lee, Lady
Pink, Baby Love, and Roxanne Shanté; this article was an exceptional
and early attempt to thwart what has clearly become what T. Denean
Sharpley-Whiting refers to as “women’s footnoted status in hip hop.”69
A stagnant, Americocentric, racialized hetero/sexist metanarrative—
featuring this very particular body as the one responsible for the writing
on the wall—has dominated the lens through which some practitioners
understand their art form and scholars have theorized Hip Hop graffiti
studies. We have been told a very convincing story about the “who” in
Hip Hop, and by extension in graffiti, especially in regards to race, class,
sexuality, and gender: a story that I, too, believed until I transformed the
lens with a critical queer, feminist perspective.70
I interviewed more than 100 graffiti grrlz from different generations
(seventeen to fifty-six years old), all with different styles (wildstyle,
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public letters) and living in twenty-three different countries (Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Scotland, South Africa, Spain, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom, and United States). The amalgamation of places where
Hip Hop thrives is often referred to as the “Hip Hop Nation”: “a de-
territorialized form that seems ideally suited for the current moment.”71
The concept of the Hip Hop Nation is a powerful tool used to name an
imagined bond because it attends to how mostly marginalized youth
around the world choose to build community beyond immediate geopolitical borders. However, the concept of the Hip Hop nation carries
with it a patriarchal and heteronormative nationalist logic that imposes
a limited framework of gendered and racialized presumptions on my
research that hinders my theoretical interventions, misrepresents reality,
and simplifies the complexity of this subcultural community.72
In the early stages of research, still tied to Americocentric ideologies
about race, ethnicity, and expression, I found myself agonizing over how
to make sense of the disjuncture between the bodies that I (and others)
expected to find in Hip Hop graffiti subculture and the ones I actually
encountered—the majority of whom were light-skinned, or considered
“white” through the racial constructs specific to their country. Tellingly, the politics of race and ethnicity materialized most forcefully in
my discussions with graff grrlz about graffiti’s complicated relationship
to Hip Hop culture. Though the reasoning varies and despite the fact
that almost all of them professed a love for (mostly classic) Hip Hop
music, some of these grrlz do not consider their graffiti writing as Hip
Hop. During an interview in 2011, for example, ClawMoney (a Jewish
American writer active in the boroughs of New York City since the late
1980s) explained that though there is a lot of old-school Hip Hop she
loves, she thinks it is unfortunate that she is “lumped in[to Hip Hop culture] because of graffiti as an urban expression.”73 She then disassociated
graffiti from Hip Hop culture by way of delivering a rather antagonistic
question: “I mean, let’s be real . . . where are the Black graffiti writers?
And where are the Black girl graffiti writers?”74 ClawMoney locates “the
real” of Hip Hop in demographics that she does not fit into; she insists
that Hip Hop and graffiti are “separate,” and that for her graffiti culture
(presumably in the United States) is mostly “heavy metal white boys.”
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ClawMoney makes thematic, demographic, and temporal distinctions as
she tries to navigate her relationship to, and position within, Hip Hop,
which she “used to be into” and has since “divorced” because the “message” changed.
According to Abby (who does consider her graffiti as Hip Hop), one
of the primary reasons graffiti art is often imagined outside of Hip Hop’s
cultural boundaries is because people do not talk about the influence
of musical genres (like heavy metal) overwhelmingly associated with
“white” people on Hip Hop’s founding practitioners.
While graffiti started becoming popular, music started mixing . . . like
rock music and the people from that environment started mixing a lot
with people from the Hip Hop environment. At the time there was this
huge influx of European influence in art and in music, and then you had
these really poor people from the ghetto that were spinning records in the
parks, and I think when you put them together in the club in Manhattan
you suddenly had a new culture. . . . We were sort of a combination of
all of that: the rock and the disco and Hip Hop, it all kind of mixed up
together. . . . And people are surprised when they hear, like, oh you listen
to Radiohead? . . . Inherently it’s a part of the culture and I think a lot of
people are like that and it’s just that no one notices.

When I asked RenOne if she identified her graffiti as part of Hip Hop
culture, though she is younger than Abby by ten to fifteen years, her
response echoed the sentiment that, in terms of musical genres related to
specific races and ethnicities, Hip Hop is “all kind of mixed up together.”
Hip Hop was the baby that soul and funk and jazz, R&B, blues, gave birth
to, and similarly my musical genetics came from. My dad had an amazing record collection, and lovingly forced on to me an education of all
these musical roots. His nieces and nephews educated me on Hip Hop
in its early days; I devoured issues of the Source. . . . [A]ny Hip Hop song
I forced him to listen to, he would laugh and then send me to his record
collection and have me pick out the original they sampled it from. I consider all of this a valuable education in Hip Hop and as you put it “something I identify with.” However being of the multicultural background
that I am, I had a stepfather who had love for Black Sabbath and Jethro
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Tull, a mother who loved all things disco and if not it was females like
Diana, Chaka, or Janis. And then I somehow found my way into hardcore
and the Riot Grrrl movement.

The more graffiti grrlz I spoke with, the more it became clear that the
relationship between graffiti and Hip Hop was imagined through, and
couched in, a racialized discourse of ownership based in the common
origin story that elides how in its early stages Hip Hop was “all kind of
mixed up together.” Perhaps it is not that “no one notices,” but rather
that no one wants to speak the unspeakable and risk whitewashing or
appropriating the culture in the process. “Basically everybody in the
world believes that most writers are either from the inner city, from
the ghetto, black and Puerto Rican,” Lady Pink explained to Miller in
Aerosol Kingdom, “but white is never really discussed.”75
The precarious relationship between graffiti and Hip Hop culture
seems to be due to a variety of factors: the differences between graffiti and the other elements; the conscious distancing from sexist, mainstream rap lyrics; and/or a lack of knowledge about graffiti’s polycultural
origins. But it is just as likely that the careful self-distancing I have witnessed writers perform repeatedly is an effort to make sense of the mismatch between the story they have been told about Hip Hop and the
reality they have lived and experienced—an effort to make space in the
subculture for themselves and their friends that is not overshadowed by
the discourse of cultural appropriation.76 This effort, interestingly, maintains Hip Hop’s cultural ethic of “realness” and authenticity.
Graffiti scholars have managed the fact of the subculture’s multiethnic
makeup in various ways, from taking it for granted to using it as a way to
explain how graffiti differs from rap. Addressing the politics of race and
ownership in the introduction to Graffiti Lives: Beyond the Tag in New
York’s Urban Underground, Gregory Snyder claims quite plainly,
white kids writing graffiti should not be construed as an act of cultural
thievery or imitation; it is not the same as white kids playing the blues or
rapping. Unlike most indigenous forms of American music, graffiti is not
specifically steeped in African-American cultural traditions, and white
kids, black kids, brown kids, rich kids, and poor kids have all participated
in the creation and perpetuation of graffiti culture from the beginning.77
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Like Snyder, I believe that well-intentioned cautions against appropriation too easily paint white, Latinx, and Asian Hip Hop practitioners as
“cultural thieves” and artificial replicators; this kind of thinking is historically inaccurate and intellectually stifling.78
When it comes to acknowledging the contributions of “white kids”
in Hip Hop, the dynamics are loaded—and rightly so—with the weight
of privilege (e.g., who is most likely to be stopped, chased, arrested,
shot, and/or killed), cultural appropriation, and monetary gain. But the
question around cultural appropriation seems most critical in terms
of music (which Snyder himself denotes by referencing blues and rapping); it boils down to who is getting the recognition and who is getting
paid to do the cultural “thing” that is so popular. The concerns about
cultural appropriation should rest on the shoulders of those with the
power to fund or fuel the appropriation—those who are buying and selling art(ists) based on white supremacist, heteropatriarchal ideologies.79
Most graffiti writers, particularly when they start, are not looking to get
paid; they are looking to get up, and they do so by performing aesthetics
that are recognized by the graffiti community.
The decoupling of graffiti from Hip Hop is also in part a manifestation of the anxiety inspired by the notion that Hip Hop is specifically
African American cultural production, a notion that perpetuates the
idea that performances of Afro-Caribbean aesthetics end at a racialized line of authenticity drawn to maintain ownership in the face of
mass commercialization and a “new stage” of globalization.80 Erasing or
emphasizing the contribution of white and nonblack people of color in
the days when the form was just emerging, or now, is unnecessary and
even inappropriate once the conversation is removed from a U.S. context where racial constructs such as “white” and “black” mean different
things.81 Unlike Snyder I maintain and celebrate graffiti art’s African
American and Caribbean roots while acknowledging the fact that—
most likely due to the anonymity factor—writing graffiti is, and has
been, a highly accessible and attractive mode of Hip Hop expression for
non-Afro-Caribbean individuals. It is not an either/or equation. Arguments to the contrary hold on too tightly to conventional and static
Americo-and Eurocentric colonial discourses of race, ethnicity, and
nation created and used by those in power to divide and conquer, to
dominate and oppress.
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Writers are not all Puerto Rican or African American Hip Hop heads
from the Bronx, but the mode of expression they choose to cultivate is
rooted in the Afro-Caribbean diasporic sensibilities that clearly influenced the early writers—who were by and large, but not entirely, Caribbean and African American kids. We need an approach that truly
considers how a multiethnic artistic practice can be rooted in a specific
ethnocultural tradition and be performed felicitously by individuals
not of that ethnicity without it being considered appropriation.82 We
must make space for contemporary performances of Afro-Caribbean
diasporic sensibilities and attend to how they are transmitted among
writers in cities with oceans between them. Hip Hop graffiti is in fact
“steeped” in Afro-Caribbean diasporic aesthetics, and those aesthetics
are overwhelmingly characterized by hybridity, sampling, and “selection
and fusion.”83 None of Hip Hop’s elements are limited by a single move,
shape, melody, or loop; thus, the way we study the culture should not be
limited either. The static Hip Hop icon silences the dynamic Hip Hop
community.84
Arguing that Hip Hop is both a Black and a multiracial cultural
production in Hip Hop Desis: South Asian Americans, Blackness, and
a Global Race Consciousness, Nitasha Tamar Sharma takes issue with
the way “commodified Blackness” dictates the discourse of authenticity in Hip Hop. She asks, “How much more productive would it be if
we were to reorient the ownership/authenticity debate by focusing on
an artist’s approach to Hip Hop, rather than on an artist’s identity?”85
Sharma “displaces hegemonic Blackness (along with maleness and a
working class status) as the requisite(s) for ‘real’ Hip Hop” by focusing
on approach rather than identity.86 While I share her desire to privilege
how participants engage and enact Hip Hop, I want to be clear that my
analyses hold doing (performance) and being (subjectivity and identity)
in a productive and difficult tension. In order to capture the complexity
of the Afro-Caribbean sensibilities in graffiti art as they travel throughout the globe, I have come to understand that Hip Hop graffiti art aesthetics are learned, shared, and taught beyond conventional ethnoracial
boundaries.
Understanding the cultivation of sampled sensibilities as performance emphasizes that they are something one does, or can do,
rather than fixing them as something one “is” or is not. It is through
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performance, on-and offstage, that these practices are embodied,
disseminated, stylized, and maintained.87 Thus, to better understand
the complexity of Hip Hop aesthetics in terms of authenticity and
ownership, we need to first acknowledge how the powerful and well-
intentioned rhetoric of “nation” erases, marginalizes, constricts, and
simplifies the culture—and by extension the participants of the culture.
Then, we can see that the cultural practices of early Hip Hop practitioners were transmitted through performance among individuals of varying ethnicities (and genders, classes, and sexualities) living in different
boroughs in a city of immigrants.
Graffiti Grrlz contributes to the “strand of literature” in Hip Hop studies that challenges “the [gendered] African Americanization of hip-hop
from a diasporic perspective.”88 Diaspora as discourse and as ideology
is expansive; it not only maintains the Afro-Caribbean root of Hip Hop
(itself diasporic), but also fortifies those roots—keeping the communities primarily responsible for its creation at the center while it grows,
and reflecting the real-life way Hip Hop culture is transferred across all
sorts of borders.
The countries that I listed earlier are the “mappable” places of Hip
Hop diaspora where I locate the performance of feminism in graffiti
culture, but knowing the mappable places does not tell us everything
we need to know about these grrlz. In her introduction to Difficult Diasporas, which traces Black Atlantic feminist aesthetics through black
women’s writing, Samantha Pinto offers a striking conceptualization
of the feminist aesthetic work in (and of) diaspora: it “scramble[s] the
seemingly obvious knowability” of the subjects’ representative identity
in terms of location, race, and gender; “a diaspora feminist aesthetics
can do more than represent ‘black women’ as an already known subject
and object of study.”89 Pinto highlights the ways her texts come together
in challenging representations of a static, knowable “stereotypical” black
woman, instead presenting difficulties, contradictions, and complexity.
I find common ground with Pinto because while Graffiti Grrlz is a project concerned with representation, I cannot (and do not intend to) ever
“fully” represent them.
With each interview, I attempted to collect demographics (age, class,
race and/or ethnicity, sexuality, religion), but as they were optional,
more often than not the writers’ desire for anonymity took precedent.
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For example, to my question of race I might receive the answer “sure,
where are we going?” Thus, the sociopolitical identity markers beyond
their status as graff grrlz are both present and absent throughout, depending on the writer. Some readers will no doubt find the uneven
theorization of race dissatisfying; theoretical attention is given to the
racial/ethnic/national aspect of each grrl’s identity whenever possible.
That said, I did not attempt to balance those variations. Nor did I disregard a writer because she did not want to share her race, class, or
sexuality. If a writer claimed a connection to Hip Hop (even if only at
the outset of her graffiti career), or if I recognize a Hip Hop aesthetic
in her work, she has made it into these pages; that also means that grrlz
who distance themselves from Hip Hop (music) have also made it into
these pages.
While I am certainly after a kind of representation for the grrlz as a
social group, and an understanding of how knowing graff grrlz’ activities reveals a shift in established epistemologies about Hip Hop diaspora, my main objective is to represent them through their aesthetics
and sociocultural connections. Diaspora is messy and disorderly; that
messy disorderliness reflects actual material lives rather than ideologies, desires, conventions, or fantasies. “Nothing about diaspora is easy
to create, to define, to fix. [. . . It plays] between the known and the
unknown, between recognizable forms of being, knowing, belonging,
and acting in the world and the new forms that emerge as we try to
understand its shifts.”90 I read the personal information these grrlz
share with me alongside their artistic works in order to identify the
performance of feminisms across a diaspora that is in and of itself “unknowable,” in Pinto’s terms, despite dominant narratives and expectations about the who behind the doing of graffiti art. The Hip Hop
diaspora cannot be fully “known,” but we can attend to the geographic,
social, affective, aesthetic, and digital “places” where it is performed
and innovated.
A logo illustrated by a Japanese graff grrl, Shiro, for the 2009 We
B*Girlz Festival in Berlin, Germany (www.bgirlz.com), visualizes how
affect and aesthetics are circulated throughout the Hip Hop diaspora.
The image features four of Shiro’s signature “Mimi” characters; each is
identical in her full-lipped, Coke-bottled body shape but has distinctive
skin color and hair texture. The grrlz sit on top of raspberry-colored
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public-style letters, performing Hip Hop culture in terms of not only
arts practice, but also their attitude (e.g., postures and hand gestures)
and attire (hoop earrings, matching T-shirts, baggy jeans, Nike sneakers). Students in my Spring 2016 “Gender and Sexuality in Hip Hop”
class felt that Mimi was the “graffiti version” of the “demoralizing” video
vixen phenomenon, as discussed by Sharpley-Whiting in Pimps Up, Ho’s
Down. They discussed how Mimi’s sameness exemplified the “repetition
of particular ideals of femininity,” how her image depicted the collusion of an Americanized white beauty standard and the more ethnically
ambiguous desires of Hip Hop moguls.91 After they had made their case
I asked them to look at the image through a feminist performance studies lens, to think about what they were seeing in relation to what was
happening.
When we see hypersexual bodies being painted by graffiti grrlz, we
must ask: What is the character doing? And what are the effects of that
doing? To empower other grrlz in Hip Hop, Shiro paints her characters in action (if Mimi is not spraying with a paint can, she might be
wielding a sword, carrying a child, or riding a motorcycle).92 Mimi is

Figure I.3. Shiro, “Hip Hop Nurse” with Demer and Meres, 5 Pointz, Queens, NY, 2012.
Photo courtesy Scott Barfield.
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not a passive object lying about for consumption. In the We B*Girlz
image she is spinning a record, holding a one-hand air-baby freeze,
spraying a paint can, and spitting rhymes into a mic. A member of the
Universal Zulu Nation (UZN; founded by Afrika Bambaataa), Shiro
paints her Mimis in a way that is philosophically aligned to the concept
of unity promoted by the organization; the Mimis are meant to unify
Hip Hop heads across nations (indeed, across galaxies considering the
UZN’s commitment to Afrofuturism; www.zulunation.com). Circulated through print and digital means, the We B*Girlz logo interpolated grrlz from across the globe to come together, share their Hip Hop
skills and styles, and build community. The image hailed them through
an affective identification, a shared sense that “women in Hip Hop”
should come together in celebration and competition (b-girlz-berlin.
com). Shiro’s logo is but one example of how graffiti grrlz perform feminism throughout the Hip Hop diaspora.

Performing Feminism “Like a Grrl”
Graffiti Grrlz: Performing Feminism in the Hip Hop Diaspora tells an
alternative story about graffiti subculture—a story about “the art of
getting ovaries” that considers the performance of feminism in everyday life as a graffiti grrl. Dona, a New York City–based graff grrl most
active in the 1990s and early 2000s, painted this phrase on a wall as
her “tongue in cheek response to . . . [The Art of Getting Over, a book],
published in 1999, that barely referenced any women writers . . . coming
from a circle where there were some girls really moving and shaking, I
was bummed that he didn’t give props. I was also very into calling out
my female perspective. . . . I always threw something in my pieces,
whether it be a tag or some imagery that called attention to the fact that
I was a girl.”93 Dona’s modification of “the art of getting over” is a feminist performance of difference that provokes recognition of her presence
each time the image is viewed.
Without a declaration of gender difference, the gendered, racialized,
and classed subject produced in the social imaginary would conceal
Dona as the one who “got up.” For example, when describing the reasoning behind the bow she adds to her letters, Mrs (an Italian-Puerto Rican
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Figure I.4. Dona, South Bronx, NY, 1999. Photo courtesy Dona, taken by Diva (RIP).

writer from the Bronx) explained that even though she did not care, at
first, that people thought she was a guy, she added the bow to make it
“more girly.”
At first I didn’t know if it was a good thing or a bad thing that people
thought I was a guy. I guess I thought it was a good thing because girls
are considered beneath men in graffiti. It’s like, oh, you only want to
paint because you want attention. So I wasn’t getting that, so I guess that
was cool. But also I didn’t want to be thought of as a guy because I’m
not, ya know?

Like Mrs, Dona wanted her gender acknowledged so she discursively
removed the default subject of Hip Hop’s cultural production from her
painting. When the image circulates from one place to another (from
the wall to the photograph to a website) the recognition for the doing
(the getting up) returns, as it should, to her. The performative force of
Dona’s utterance on the wall demonstrates the power of declaring, rather
than erasing or being ambiguous about gender difference.
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Similar to my contention that we must imagine the boundaries of
Hip Hop diaspora through performed aesthetics, my approach to feminism and feminist movement is also deeply rooted in performance.94
I identify feminist acts by examining texts, gestures, and images through
a simple question that characterizes feminism as a verb: what does it
do? Like the fact that a woman does not a feminist make, not all acts
performed by graffiti grrlz can be deemed feminist ones. Indeed, not all
acts performed by self-identified feminists are feminist. I focus here on
performances that expose and ameliorate the various injustices, biases,
subjugations, and oppressions based on gender, sexuality, and race—
based on difference—within the subculture. My contention that these
performances are feminist is not meant to place the identity of “feminists” on them, which would be a kind of discursive dominance. I utilize
the performance of feminism as a strategy for organizing the common
“doings” of a large group of individuals with vastly different identities.
No matter how they identify or disidentify with “feminism,” what I am
most interested in is the collective effects of their actions. Thus, when I
refer to the performance of feminism, I am referring very specifically to
acts (such as Dona’s) that have the effect of creating solidarity in difference, fostering empowerment, cultivating community, promoting social
justice, reclaiming pleasure and joy, asserting presence in public space,
and restoring bodily agency.
Because there are so many writers, crews, and events discussed in the
following pages, I included a brief timeline for readers. The timeline is
not meant to be an exhaustive timeline of all graffiti grrl activity, but
rather to act as a visual reference point for the information offered here.
Each chapter identifies a site of transformation where graffiti grrlz elevate their subcultural status and resist hetero/sexist patriarchal oppression. Chapter 1 enters debates about the performance of masculinity in
Hip Hop culture by characterizing graffiti grrlz’ gender performance as
“feminist masculinity”—a concept central to understanding how performances of masculine gender characteristics empower (rather than
subjugate) graffiti grrlz. In chapter 2, I illustrate how they use that feminist masculine gender performance to sustain all-grrl crews (feminist
communities) that enact the principles at the heart of feminist movement (collectivity, support, and empowerment) despite not always utilizing “feminist” as an identity marker. I address the tension between
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enacting feminism and not identifying as feminist further in chapter 3 by
tracing how the performance of feminism has been circulated through
a digital network, arguing that they have created a subcultural feminist sensibility through a kind of digital consciousness-raising. Chapter
4 examines how the relatively new phenomenon (dating back about
twenty years ago) of graffiti subculture’s online activity affects graffiti
grrlz’ “herstorical” presence in the production of the subcultural archive. The chapter interrogates the social and political potential of a
digital existence for those who have literally been written out of history
while it offers “transephemerality” as a conceptual tool for describing
the ontological condition of an ephemeral art form that remains present in the digital world. Chapter 5 is concerned with how graffiti grrlz
negotiate their precarity in terms of their subcultural value because
their aesthetics and their bodies (thus, their peer recognition) are valued differently within this subcultural economy. Knowing this, graffiti
grrlz choose to paint together, en masse, sometimes publicly, under a
moniker signaling their gender difference and, in doing so, they temporarily restructure their subcultural position. I conclude by arguing
that these grrlz perform a different kind of standpoint epistemology,
one structured less by knowing and claiming a location on the grid of
identification and more by doing something that feels revolutionary.
In one last intervention, I close with a list of messages from the graffiti
grrlz in the book to aspiring graffiti grrlz reading the book. The Hip
Hop gesture of “passing the mic” amplifies the words and works of the
grrlz taking public space across the diaspora.
Graffiti grrlz’ performances of feminism not only positively influence the aesthetics and politics of Hip Hop graffiti subculture, but also
demonstrate the transformative power of transnational feminist solidarity.95 They show us how we can organize across difference (a perennial
feminist concern), without trying to “become each other’s unique experiences and insights”; grrlz share their experiences with one another,
enacting a politics of “mutual stretching,” while holding one another’s
feet to the fire.96 The call has been sent out to writers across the globe:
“We are here! We did this! Now, you!” They expect other grrlz to rise to
the occasion, to get up without succumbing to seductive paternalism
or the short-lived and individualistic benefits of tokenization or self-
sexualization. In order to elevate their status as a group, they stretch to
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meet one another where they are at—this is feminism in action. As the
proliferation of digital spaces, crews, and films created, sustained, and
specific to graff grrlz illustrates, the community is rising. Graff grrlz are
not only provoking one another, they are also relentlessly demanding
recognition of their place in graffiti art’s now-transnational community
so that generations to come will know that they do, in fact, exist. More
important, they will know how and why the experiences of graffiti grrlz
matter.

